BURNDY is excited to announce a new addition to The Grounding Superstore™, our Grounding Kits. These kits offer conveniently packaged components which simplify the decision-making process at material acquisition and installation on the job site.

Our new Grounding Kits bundle the same quality UL Listed connectors you trust with value-adding components such as: conductor, installation hardware, oxide inhibitor, labeling and installation instructions as an example. The kits are available in multiple variations and can be customized for your specific requirements upon request.

Shown on left is BGRKTD9D9, an example of a Ground Conductor/Jumper Kit.

Included:

- 9" #6 AWG conductor
- Pre-crimped YAZ6C2TC14 HYDENT™ terminal on each end (2 terminals total)
- 1/2 ounce PENETROX™ A Oxide Inhibitor
- Hardware kit for installation
- Labels for conductor
- Ground Symbol Label
- Installation Instructions

Grounding Kits Available:

- Busbar Kits (On-Rail or In-Cabinet)
- Ground Conductor/Jumper Kits
- Ladder & Tray Kits
- Wire Basket Tray Bonding Jumper Kits

Packaged complete with:

- Conductor
- Hardware needed for installation
- Oxide inhibitor
- Installation instructions